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JOURNALISTS have a pleasantly heroic self-image of down-at-heel 
crusaders dedicated to exposing falsehood, promoting justice and 
speaking truth to power. But that image is shared by few others: 
hacks routinely come near the bottom of surveys of public trust, 
sharing that honour with other perpetual hate-figures such as 
politicians or estate agents. 
 
Nick Davies's latest book will only stoke such contempt. A long-
serving reporter on the Guardian, a British daily, Mr Davies turns his 
investigative skills on his own profession. The picture he paints of 
journalism is of a debased trade in which rumour and unchecked 
speculation often masquerade as fact, where staff cuts mean that 
vast swathes of national life simply go unreported and where 
overstressed and underfunded reporters are easy prey for influence-
peddlers, liars and conmen. 
 
Mr Davies has the advantage of being familiar with his subject. That 
helps him avoid traps that less informed critics sometimes stumble 
into. He dismisses the idea that journalists are simply malicious 
gossip-mongers (although some are) and rejects wilder theories that 
there is a sinister, organised conspiracy to mislead the public. And he 
largely exonerates most proprietors of attempting ideologically to 
influence their newspapers. Instead, he argues, it is the discipline of 
the market that ruins reporting. Treating journalism as simply 
another business has led to disastrous cost-cutting and slipping 
standards. 
 
Citing research done by Cardiff University, Mr Davies argues that the 
number of journalists in Britain is roughly the same today as it was 
20 years ago. But the rise of supplements, websites and 24-hour 
services means that the same number of reporters must now fill three 
times as much space. The result he dubs "churnalism": more demand 
for copy means more time spent in airless offices and less spent out 
and about gathering stories. That, he says, makes reporters 
vulnerable to the "hidden persuaders"—PR firms, press offices and 
advertisers—who now seem to have more power and influence than 
the journalists they ostensibly serve. The same research claims that 
60% of stones in Britain's quality papers are either recycled press-
agency copy or rehashes of PR releases. 
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